imperial Germany of the 1910s or the federal republic of the 1960s. Accordingly, in this century public and scientific discourses around national identity often centered on relationships between white Germans and blacks as representatives of the most "foreign blood" and on the danger of the latter entering and tainting the "German blood". This thinking caused racist exclusions in systems that did not consider themselves based on racial thinking. 4 Changes in the political climate had little influence on the attitudes towards interracial relationships, but it did make a difference whether they involved black men and white women or white men and black women. Race and gender appear as interdependent factors, with class being a less significant independent variable in the construction of national identity.
RACE, SEX, AND SCIENCE
With the rise of the Enlightenment in seventeenth-century Europe came a shift from "faith" to "knowledge". Christianity lost its position as sole and unchallenged ideology and the world was no longer divided between the faithful and the unbelieving, but rather between man as rational, responsible being and man as savage. The construction of the white man as the embodiment of all the qualities of civilization and rationality necessarily needed a counterpart that lacked all these qualities and continually confirmed the white race's superiority. The "black race" was systematically built up as this counterpart. This is not to deny that in Europe, men defined women as other before the idea of races even existed. But the hierarchy of races was central to the construction of a modern Western identity that needed to distance itself both from the rest of the world and its own medieval self. Modern Western gender identity therefore was not about being male or female, but about being white and male or female.
The alleged connection of physical and mental "racial qualities* immediately gave the concept of races an ideological function; it never was a neutral description of biological facts. Instead it worked to stabilize the new bourgeois order by replacing the aristocracy of "blue blood" with that of "white blood", creating new bonds and loyalties. Meanwhile it justified slavery and colonialism, since the creation of a natural order that granted full humanity only to whites meant that mechanisms of exploitation and oppression unacceptable among them could be labeled "civilizing mission" when directed against other "races": "The races are not meant to play the same role in history, and the lower races have to serve the uses of the higher ones. The uses of the higher ones are the 'aims of humanity', because only they 4. The period of National Socialism with its explicit connection of nationality and race will therefore not be considered here.
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represent the highest form of intellectual human power."
5 Divided into numerous small states, Germany played little part in the slave trade and early colonialism, but its intellectuals were crucial to establishing the new world order that constructed the "savage native" as fundamentally and inherently different. 6 This might be connected to the country's particular geographical position. Placed in the center of Europe, it had always known a mixture of cultures, flows of immigration and emigration. Lacking a national structure, there was little apart from language that connected the regions that were later to form Germany. The invention of a national myth accordingly did not concentrate on an actually shared cultural and political history, but on an idealized German "spirit", passed on not by nationality or culture but by blood. 7 Since the myth of the "white race" was created on quite similar terms, the concepts intertwined, defining Germans through their position as "crown of the white race".
Following Darwin's theory of evolution, in the late nineteenth century the "science of races" aimed at developing a method that paralleled the growing disciplines of natural, "exact" sciences. Its proponents tried to discover the "natural laws" that governed humans and human society, creating a model of the world that had race -and nothing else -at its core. All over Europe and the United States, men trained in such disciplines as biology, zoology, history, and above all medicine, turned their attention to race as the last answer to all human questions. 8 Race had always determined the course of history and continued to do so in the present. The antagonisms of gender and class were secondary compared to this, in fact, they had to be overcome in order to strengthen Europe for the great eternal war between the races. 9 The problem faced by black men and women -that whatever they did they could never be anything but "other", simply because they were not white -took different forms for oppressed groups within white society. But their otherness was not absolute: they were "normal" instead of 1978) and David T. Goldberg, Racist Culture. 9. While being extremely hostile towards all ideologies that denied the central position of race, some Social Darwinists nevertheless attempted to develop a "Germanic" socialism. They could identify with socialist concepts as long as they were applied only within the "white race* and believed that the white working class incorporated more of the race's "true qualities" than the decadent and weakly middle and upper classes. See e.g. Ludwig Woltmann, Die Darwinsche Theorie und der Sozialismus (Diisseldorf, 1899).
"other" in interracial relations, where "white" remained monolithic in spite of actual divisions. White women were considered inferior by white men, as were workers by the bourgeoisie, but non-white people were required to see all whites as superior to them. There was no such requirement for white women where black men were concerned or for white workers regarding a non-white middle class. To save civilization and humanity, after all, the superior, but comparatively few, "pure whites" had to stick together and keep the inferior masses subjected.
Historians often assume that Germans did not participate in the movement of scientific racism, at least where it was concerned with the "black race", that anti-Semitism was somehow Germany's "substitute" to the racism prevailing in other countries. 10 Actually, the German school of "social anthropology" was among the leading in the world and its major journal basically focused on three subjects: northern Europeans and particularly Germans as the "true whites" and therefore perfect humans; the black race as the eternally most primitive variety of humanity; and racial mixing as the source of all social problems and "re-aryanisation", i.e. restrictive population politics, as their solution." Before World War I, much less attention was paid to Germany's Jewish minority; afterwards though, the racism of the social anthropological press became distinctively and aggressively antiSemitic.
Historians, national economists and anthropologists considered the race scientists' ideas on the white and yellow race oversimplified and extreme.
12
Academia did not doubt, however, that "race" was a useful category in analyzing historical and social processes and concerning their attitude towards the black race, the Social Darwinists were rather mainstream. That Africans constituted the most primitive kind of humanity, separated from the civilized Europeans by a wide biological gap, was a notion that had been well established by the early twentieth century. 13 12. Criticism was provoked by the race scientists' division of the "white race" into northern, southern and eastern Europeans, leaving the "Nordics" as the only "true whites", while east Europeans were supposedly "tainted" by Asian and south Europeans by black and Semitic blood, and by the assumption that Asia never produced an autochtonous civilization (i.e. one that was not created by "Aryan invaders" 14 Since the academic world was exceptionally united in its judgment of the black race, society was likely to accept it. Accordingly, the race scientists' obsession with the dangers of racial mixing became common wisdom: miscegenation could only lead to degeneration of the superior white race. This extremely negative attitude logically sprang from the assumption of a strict racial hierarchy. Nothing threatened the "natural order" more than a blurring of the supposedly clear boundaries between the races: the existence of people with a mixed heritage undermined the dogma of the different races being clearly separable and actually mutually exclusive. Accordingly, "mixing" between the black and white race was condemned as "unnatural" and disastrous not only for the offspring itself but for all mankind. Both Social Darwinists and the general public believed that "bastards" were stale, inherited only the negative qualities of their "parent-races" and had such an uneven psychic constitution that they were naturally driven to crime and mental distortions: "The often physically and mentally extremely disgusting products of such relationships tend to combine the drawbacks, weaknesses and mistakes of both races, of the strength of the white father and the beauty of the colored mothers those split-births usually inherit nothing."
1 ' "Mixed blood" as the ultimate threat to the West meant miscegenation as the ultimate sin. More than any other form of interaction, society outlawed sexual contact between the races. At the same time, all other racial stereotypes were dwarfed by the West's obsession with black sexuality. In fact, this obsession became constitutive for the discourse on sexuality itself.
Retrospectively, the race scientists seem like reactionary fanatics, but they saw themselves -and were seen -as taking part in the pioneering process of substituting fiction with fact, establishing truly objective methods and founding modern Western science. They shared this belief with disciplines such as eugenics and sexual sciences. All these "modern sciences" were based on the idea that the human body, if only scrutinized and categorized neatly enough, was the key to all secrets of human nature. Replacing charity and social politics with the "natural laws" of the body, these Social Darwinists argued, would automatically create the perfect society. A "natural" elimination of the "inferior" and ruling of the "fittest" would reverse the current "degeneration", i.e. the "deviant" dominating the "normal". Race as well as sexuality were key words in this process.
Sexuality was at the very center of the modern civil society; it was, after all, the antidote to civilization. It was nature in its purest form, "the wild animal" in all of us, the one thing that could break down the control of the mind over the body and thus of civilization over nature. In this, it recalled another discourse, as Ann Laura Stoler analyzed for the nineteenth century:
The nineteenth-century discourse on bourgeois sexuality may better be understood as a recuperation of a protracted discourse on race, for the discourse on sexuality contains many of the latter's most salient elements. That discourse on sexuality was binary and contrastive, in its nineteenth-century variant always pitting that middle-class respectable sexuality as a defense against an internal and external other that was at once essentially different but uncomfortably the same. The contaminating and contagious tropes of nineteenth-century sexual discourse were not new: they recalled and recuperated a discourse that riveted on defensive techniques for constant purification'. Only whites were believed to be able to domesticate their sexual instincts and thereby to create order from chaos. But whereas all other races were viewed as lacking in this respect, blacks were associated with sexual aggression. Similarly "black blood" was seen as especially aggressive in polluting the white race: one drop was enough. As with all the other determinants of modernity, the normalization of sexuality began with a dualistic division. Whites were rational, moral and controlled, whereas blacks were emotional, amoral and driven by their instincts. Only after this division was established and white superiority again confirmed, was the white population itself categorized according to this standard, finally leaving as completely normal only the white, heterosexual, middle-class male. All those who were not, e.g. prostitutes and homosexuals, and often the working class as whole, were deviant exactly for the same reason that blacks in general were. Those groups were not only believed to have the mental, but also the physical characteristics of the "primitive races". At the same time, such "deviations" as prostitution and homosexuality were considered dominant practices within African societies, and blacks were believed to be "natural" members of the working class.
17
Through this binary division, blacks gained a high symbolic value for a European bourgeoisie that was in the process of defining itself: anti-civilizatory forces were symbolized by unrestrained sexuality and unrestrained sexuality was symbolized by blacks. As this derived from a projection of both Western fears and desires, it resulted in a complex, at times contradictory construction. Dominant however, was the image of Africans in their "natural state", designing to males and females alike an overpowering sexual drive and identifying the threatening, uncivilized, "dark" field of sexuality with the threatening, uncivilized, "dark continent" of Africa. Of course, the reduction of blacks to their alleged sexual nature 16 had consequences for their perception in terms of gender. Black men were not "real men", since they missed the intellectual and moral qualities that justified male dominance, but at the same time, they symbolized the essence of maleness, an excess of "normal" male sexual aggression. This aggression was assumed to be directed against whites. There was an almost automatic reference to black men's "natural" drive to rape white women, whenever white oppression needed to be portrayed as mere self-defense.
Control over the white female body was a privilege of rational manand a necessity. Only he could protect her from the black beast. White man's control of the black female body on the other hand, was central to both slavery and colonialism. Literal control in form of rape left no "safe space" and penetrated every aspect of the subjected's life, asserting power over black women and men. Metaphorical control completely objectified the black woman, turning her into the absolute other and the victim into the perpetrator: in general. 20 This perception requires correction. German colonialism put the race theories already dominating the public mind into practice on a broad scale. This did not only change the colonized countries but also the colonizer. A movement of "colonial enthusiasm", massive government propaganda supported by the country's strong nationalist groups, buttressed the acquirement of overseas territories. Aiming at presenting colonialism as necessary for Germany's survival as one of the world's "leading nations", it readily deployed Social Darwinist theories. 21 Exhibitions of "natives" in zoos, "scientific studies" distributed freely to schools, and the widely popular colonial novels popularized the racial theories that had already conquered academia. 22 The idea of a necessary domination of Germans over peoples too primitive to govern themselves quickly became commonly accepted. The Social Democrats (SPD), while criticizing colonial "excesses", agreed in principle, even though "colonial enthusiasm" aimed at alienating workers from the increasingly influential SPD by presenting it as "unpatriotic" and "anti-colonialist".
2 ' Unemployed, i.e. potentially dangerous, members of the working class were supposed to find a new home in the safely removed colonies. According to the Social Darwinist framework, race solidarity would replace class antagonism as whites of all classes were presented with a people that could be formed into a dependent and racially-separated working class. A popular colonial writer stated:
In the context of world history, only the necessity to give up their free national barbarism and to become a class of servants to the whites gives the natives the right to exist. As for individuals, so it is for peoples that the useless have no right to live and that an existence is the more useful the more important it is for the general development. The truth of these Social Darwinist beliefs remained unquestioned. Accordingly, the German self-image underwent a crisis when the Herero and Nama in the biggest colony, "German Southwest Africa" (now Namibia), began a revolt in 1904 that, despite using an unheard number of soldiers and amount of money, could not be suppressed until 1907. The German response led to a genocide leaving only one-quarter of the Herero alive. The commander of the German troops justified this extermination by claiming the revolt as "the beginning of a race war". 25 After they regained power, the Germans established a system of control and oppression that was unique in the world and later became model for the South African apartheid system. 26 It included the destruction of the traditional community and family structures, complete expropriation, mass deportations, and passes and workbooks for all "natives" from the age of eight onwards. This system of forced work actually amounted to slavery (including physical punishment, rape and killings of "rebellious workers"). Africans appeared exclusively in terms of the Social Darwinist ideology and neither government nor white population doubted that the "fittest" held the right to oppress the "weak". 27 The war in Southwest Africa generated much publicity in Germany. In 1906 the Social Democrats voted against further war credits (costs had amounted to almost 600 million Reichsmark) and Parliament was dissolved. The ensuing elections became known as Hottentotten-Wahlen ("hottentotts" being the derogatory name for the Nama). They ended in substantial losses for the SPD, since the country's conservative forces managed to present the colonial war as a cause that united all patriotic Germans and isolated those groups that questioned the colonialist practice. The publicity that went with the election campaign not only further established the racist ideology in German society, but also brought violations of the code of strict racial separation into focus.
The vast majority of the 12,000 German settlers in Southwest Africa was male. That relationships between them and African women were common consternated nationalists and race scientists. As early as 1896, the German Colonial Society began to finance the emigration of white women to the colony in order to stop the "bad habit of marriages between German men and hottentotts". 28 African women were triply conspicuous, after all. They were members of the "opposite race", separated from the whites by such a wide gap that the only communication could be that between master and servant. They were members of the opposite sex, incorporating all the aspects of female sexuality that white women were supposed to lack (or suppress), i. e. basically a wild, primitive, organic nature. And they belonged to a class that was associated with the animalistic.
The body was the site for these characteristics: early twentieth-century discourse reduced the black woman to her sexual organs.
29 Their "monstrous size" proved her monstrous character. 30 White women who violated the dogma of female sexual passivity, prostitutes and lesbians, were assumed to have those same physical abnormalities, but black women were abnormal per definition. Accordingly, the white attitude towards black women was extremely aggressive: they were portrayed as revolting, but at the same time assumed to be always sexually available. Their individuality did not have to be recognized; they were part of an interchangeable, anonymous black mass. Sexual contacts that reaffirmed this hierarchy were granted, marriages and long-term relationships were not. After all, the Social Darwinist equation of body and society meant that individuals had relevance not as such but only as members of the race. 31 White settlers in mixed relationships therefore were "race traitors"; in fact they ceased to be proper members of the white race and degenerated to the level of their black partner. According to Southwest Africa's governor:
Not wife and offspring are raised to the level of the white husband and father, but the man is sinking to that of the woman. His house will not be the home of German ways and German family life, but he will squander and degenerate in his hut that will be dominated by the nature of the woman and that will, after initial resistance, lower the man to the sphere in which the woman is born and feels comfortable in.
32
The biggest crime, though, was the production of mixed-race offspring diat had access to the German nationality and could therefore irreversibly "pollute the nation's white blood". During the colonial war the authorities had already taken measures against miscegenation. 
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marriages between whites and "natives" 33 were declared illegal (including those already existing), mixed-raced children were denied access to schools 34 and German men married to or living with African women were excluded from all German institutions in the colony, and could not vote, buy land or get financial support from the government. 35 Social pressure in the colonial society thus resulted not in a loss of class status but in expulsion from a white community that included all classes.
All these measures aimed to prevent people of mixed ancestry legally becoming Germans, which would have both given them the right to acquire property in the colonies and to settle in Germany. Even more important were political rights like voting, which would have turned them from passive objects of German politics into active participants in the decision-making process. 36 Actually, the vast majority of the children of white settlers and black women was illegitimate, and including them with the powerless "natives" posed no legal problem. Only the churches favored bringing up mixed-raced children in special institutions. Removed from their mothers' negative influence, missionaries believed, they could develop the qualities of their fathers' race that made them superior to "pure blacks", so that they later could be used as mediators between white rulers and black subjects.
37
Despite confirming to the dominant ideas, the government's practice of generally treating non-white and German as exclusive categories violated German laws that did not forbid marriages on grounds of race and granted citizenship to wives and children of German men. In the wake of the war in Southwest Africa, race scientists and nationalist groups started a debate to end this unclear legal situation. They desired either changed laws or reasons to limit citizenship to "pure whites" within the existing system. For the most part, this debate took place in the conservative mainstream press, liberal or progressive papers hardly caring about the subject at all. The only dissenting voice thus came from the churches, but an outline of the debate shows that this dissent was quite ambiguous.
The principled social anthropologists held the first position. They did not mind how large -or small -the mixed-race population in the colonies 33 or Germany itself was, one drop of black blood was enough to poison the whole German nation. Miscegenation was a crime against nature and all sexual contacts between the races had to be outlawed. 38 Accordingly, they favored a radical change of laws. 39 The proponents of this most extreme position could use the authority of Germany's leading expert on "racial mixing", the anthropologist Eugen Fischer, who had stated:
If there is the probability, or even the mere possibility that bastard blood damages our race without the realistic chance that it will improve us, any absorption must be prevented. I take this to be so absolutely obvious, that I can consider any other point of view only as that of complete biological ignorance [...] this is about the survival -I choose my wotds consciously -of our race, this has to be the main criterion, ethical and legal norms just have to be secondary to that. 40 Those unconcerned with racial mixing as a matter of principle took a second, more pragmatic stand. Their interest lay in preventing any person of mixed ancestry from becoming a German national. Accordingly, they focused on the legitimate children of white settlers and black women, favoring an addition to German laws that would explicitly exclude those children. In 1908, the Colonial Society topped its list of recommendations to the government with the demands that "no colored can acquire the German nationality" and that "marriages between coloreds and whites in the colonies cannot be registered. Children of those marriages are considered coloreds." 41 At the same time, proponents of this position looked for ways of interpreting existing marriage laws in a manner that would achieve their aims, e.g. by claiming that no African could fulfill the legal marriage qualification of "mental sanity". 41 Both the Catholic and the Protestant churches held a third position.
38. Indeed, the numbers were not quite in relation to the reactions. In 1909, there were fifty "mixed marriages" and 4,284 "mulattos" registered in Southwest Africa. See Theodor Gentrup, Die Rassenmischehen in den deutschen Kolonien (Paderborn, 1914), p. 32. 39. Twenty-five years later, fascist laws introduced this change by severely punishing all sexual relations between "Aryans" and members of "foreign races". (Jena, 1913) , p. 303, (italics in original). Fischer, who in the Weimar Republic became head of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute center for all eugenic and anthropological research, and who successfully continued his career under the National Socialists and in the federal republic, had built his reputation on publishing "the first scientific study" of racial mixing (conducted 1908 in Southwest Africa). Using new methods, namely Mendel's laws, he came to the same old conclusions: "bastards" were inherently inferior, dangerous and unnatural. Interestingly enough, up to this day his work on racial mixing is considered groundbreaking. They vehemently opposed any restriction of marriage rights. Nevertheless, they too condemned interracial marriage and racial mixing. Their opposition mainly sprang from the fact that governors in the colonies had not only outlawed civil but also religious marriage ceremonies between whites and blacks. That was trespassing into a territory that the churches considered exclusively their own. Consequently, they were ready to compromise as long as they remained in control of religious ceremonies. In fact, they were quite eager to show that they principally agreed with the Social Darwinists:
Eugen Fischer, Die Rehobother Bastards und das Bastardisierungsproblem beim Menschen
Christian morality demands -our opponents might say -that the colored wives and mulatto children acquire the German nationality with all legal consequences, Christian morality wants to force the bastardization of the German nation! No, that is not the conclusion. Christianity simply demands that a possible relation between the white [man] and the colored woman should be legitimate, it does not judge on its legal position. Should the German government think it wise to refuse the colored elements entry into the community of citizens, Christianity will not protest. 43 In 1912, when the Secretary of Colonial Affairs sought legalization of segregationist policies in the colonies, the debate reached Parliament. Social Democrats and the catholic center party managed to pass a parliamentary measure that forbade marriage bans on grounds of race. While this appears quite progressive on the first look, it had no positive effect on colonial practice. Also, supporters of the measure unanimously condemned racial mixing and agreed to a limited citizenship for black Germans. One argued: "As long as the cultural development has not progressed in such a way that the natives are culturally equal to the Europeans, it is acceptable that they [children of mixed marriages] e.g. will have limited voting rights." 44 All parties agreed that "German" and "white" belonged together. The law that the colonial secretary had introduced suggested that a small group of mixedraced persons should be considered German, whereas the rest forever lost the right to apply for membership in this category. First however, this privileged group had to be legally redefined as "white". Similarly, the opponents of marriage restrictions advocated full civil rights only for those "mulattos" who by looks and character somehow qualified as "white". Of course, this attitude required rather twisted thinking, but left the unity of nationality and race intact.
In practice, both the Secretary of Colonial Affairs, who had ended his speech against the measure with the exclamation: "We are Germans, we are whites and want to stay whites", 4S to act on the parliamentary decision, so that marriage bans kept on existing until Germany lost its colonies in the First World War. This debate over "Germanness" likely influenced parliamentary discussions around the nationality law of 1913. Both cases show the triumph of biologist definitions of "German". The nationality law took pains to differentiate between citizens, i.e. persons of German nationality but not necessarily German ethnicity (as constructed by science), e.g. Poles in Prussia, and Germans, i.e. persons of "German blood" but not necessarily German nationality, e.g. Baltics. The latter category was seen as the more relevant, since identity was not built around a community of citizens, but around the community of "Germans". 46 That this necessarily meant exclusion and division of the population according to scientifically-sanctified but highly questionable racial categories became increasingly obvious.
T H E C I V I L S O C I E T Y
The end of the First World War brought about democracy in Germany and the Social Democrats gained control of the government for the first time. But this shift failed to transform society's attitude on race. In the first place, this attitude did not appear to be political; it rather stemmed from "scientific discoveries". In the new republic, with its numerous social reform movements and trust in (scientific) progress, Social Darwinism continued to gain influence. 47 Accordingly, dominant ideas about races still relegated blacks to the bottom of German society.
The nationality law of 1913 did not deprive mixed raced children fathered by German men of German citizenship (even though that clearly meant something different than being German), but Africans from the former colonies living in Germany could not gain this status, instead they were handed "foreigners' passports", leaving them -and their families -in effect without nationality.
48 Naturalization was theoretically possible, but German authorities assumed that Africans in general could not reach the required moral, educational and economic level. 49 Of course, this was a self-fulfilling prophecy. Science had concluded that blacks, when living in a society with 46 Moving to the men's home countries was not an option for interracial couples, either. German planters and companies, still largely in control of the excolonies' economies, strictly refused to employ Africans married to white women." In the colonial period already, it had become obvious that relationships between black men and white women were even more threatening to the white world order than the reverse case, which had dominated discussions in the 1910s. Central argument to the rejection of interracial contacts had been "the honor of the white woman". It was in danger when white men preferred black women, but more so, of course, when she was directly involved and in the worst case, actively. Imperial Germany was shaken by several scandals around relationships between white women and African men. The press reacted with great shock, especially because the women involved were from respectable middle class backgrounds.
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The Social Darwinist literature, of course, completely ignored the possibility of consensual relationships. It could not fathom this worst threat to the natural order -the white woman, mother of the race, betraying it, mating with black men and producing "bastards". Instead, the supposedly enormous sexual drive of black males, "naturally" directed towards unwilling white women, became the most popular argument for the necessity of the racial hierarchy. Half-hearted attempts at explaining this drive were secondary to describing its effects. Blacks had so long been characterized as irrational, impulsive and overtly sensual, that it seemed only logical that they could not exercise the sexual restraint that was so central to contemporary Europeans. Therefore, permanent white male control was necessary to produce the ideal black male: childlike, subservient, asexual and non-threatening. Any divergence from this principle immediately evoked elaborate visions of the black beast, bent on raping white women and destroying the white race. The French occupation of the Rhineland in 1919 exposed the extent of this paranoia.
That part of Germany was controlled by the French "archenemy" was a visible and exploitable symbol of Germany's defeat. Of a much higher symbolic value, however, was the presence of several thousand Asian and African soldiers among the French troops. As soon as the peace talks began, the Social Democratic German government based its protests against the occupation, meant to last for fifteen years, on the presence of these troops. Subsequently, they became targets of a campaign against the "Black Horror on the Rhine" that was orchestrated by the government, financed by the industry and supported by all influential groups of society: political parties (only excepting the communists), churches, nationalist groups, women's organizations, professionals and scientists. The hysterical campaign, that had hundreds of thousands followers all over Europe and North and South America focused on the image of the "primitive African beast" that roamed around the streets of a civilized nation raping and killing: "Victims of the endless bestiality of the black monsters are found dead in fields and trenches, their clothes torn to pieces, some with bites that clearly show how the animal fell upon its pitiful victim."" The numerous propaganda material indulged in detailed descriptions of alleged acts of sexual violence, giving the campaign a pornographic tinge. This focus on the most powerful racist image succeeded in creating a racial solidarity that overcame deep national and political antagonisms.'
6 From an aggressor responsible for the first "world war", Germany was turned into a helpless victim of black aggression.
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There were marked differences to the discussions of the 1910s, most notably rape in the earlier case had not been a topic, since the men involved were white and the victims black, but there were also crucial similarities. Again, despite the small number of mixed-race children, warnings against the "bastardization" of Germany abounded. And not only in propagandapamphlets, a medical journal asked: "Shall we silently endure that in future days not the light songs of white, beautiful, well-built, intelligent, agile, healthy Germans will ring on the shores of the Rhine, but the croaking sounds of greyish, low-browed, broad-muzzled, plump, bestial, syphilitic mulattos?"' 8 The massive reactions to several hundred black Germans among millions of white compatriots reveals the impact of the racist Social Darwinism: every single black German had a high symbolic value. To admit that one at the same time could be German and black had become impossible, since both terms were treated as contradictory racial categories. The systems' logic demanded that exceptions were impossible. Only within this line of thought does the genuine belief make sense that "in the long run this is about the survival or decline of the white race". 59 Accordingly, black Germans and the relationships that produced them had to be defined as deviant, as consequences of an abnormal situation: "Those mulatto children are either products of violence or the white mother was a whore. In both cases there is not the least moral obligation to this racially foreign offspring [...]." 6° They violated an idea of racial normality that was so crucial to the country's identity that it made more sense to adjust reality to ideology than the other way round:
May France and other countries handle their race matters as they please, for us there is only one thing: elimination of anything foreign, especially in those damages caused by brute violence and immorality [...] . Sterilization of all mulattos that the Black Horror on the Rhine left us! Since the children, usually referred to as "Rhinelandbastards", for the most part were born to unmarried German women within Germany, a Germany that was still under observation of the Allies, there could be no denial of citizenship. Also, contrary to the nationalist groups within Germany and supporters in other countries, the German government did its best to suppress the subject of mixed-race children, since research among the white mothers had shown that only one of them claimed to have been raped -a fact that was considered quite embarassing. 62 Nevertheless, the government initiated lists of mixed-race children (not only those fathered by soldiers) and considered several solutions to the "problem". That the existence of black Germans did constitute a problem was beyond doubt for the authorities. The original idea of transferring all of them to Africa had to be given up, since Germany had lost its colonies and could not expect co-operation from other colonial powers. The second plan of sterilizing them could not be put into practice since the necessary consent of the mothers could not be gained and it was feared that the Allies would not react favorably to such a measure. 63 The National Socialists, gaining power in 1933, were not disturbed by such considerations. Using the existing lists and the enthusiastic support of the race scientists, forced sterilizations of several hundred black Germans began in 1937. According to fascist laws, they also lost their citizenship, the right to work, go to school or study and to own property, and an unknown number of them was sent to concentration camps. The second German democracy attempted to break with certain traditional structures that had proven fatal, but national identity was not among them.
The citizenship law of the young republic was the same one that defined "Germanness" since 1913 in a restricted, biologist sense that showed no trace oijus soli aspects. Accordingly, the confusion of race/ethnicity and nationality that went with it remained; it was assumed that in the case of Germany the different categories were indeed one. This meant that the situation of those who violated the image of German ethnic uniformity did not change. Black Germans, who had lost their citizenship under National Socialism, had massive difficulties regaining it in the Federal Republic. One woman recalls:
I reapplied for German citizenship. And 1963 I got it, finally. They even asked me whether I had a voucher for losing it. What madness! I had to write a German essay to prove I could write without mistakes. My certificate of baptism and all other documents didn't count, I was treated like a foreigner.
Since the existence of a population that was not white and still German was as unthinkable after 1945 as it was before, history was both ignored and repeated. The persecution of black Germans under fascism, the hysteria around the "Rhinelandbastards" and the anti-miscegenation laws miraculously vanished from public consciousness. At the same time, the old
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positions continued to guide discussions about non-white Germans, this time under the heading "occupation children" {Besatzungskinder).
In 1952, not only did "Don't Look So Sad" make the top of the German charts, but scientific "race studies" revived within the academy. Responsible was the former Kaiser Wilhelm Institut for anthropology, founded 1926 in the Weimar Republic, headed for sixteen years by an anthropologist who had built his reputation on "bastard studies" in the Kaiserreich, and reaching a peak of activity with fascism. 67 It was one of the few German scientific centers that was not closed down by the Allies (it was renamed, though). Seven years after the end of the war, the institute published a study on mixed-raced children based on material gathered during the preparation of the forced sterilizations. It ended with the conclusion that "[e] specially the children's strong animalism will surely cause certain problems". 68 Just as the unchanged nationality law revealed a consistent political attitude towards race matters, the work of the institute showed the consistency of the scientific positions. It is not much of a surprise, therefore, that public reactions to "racial mixing" did not change either. In the 1950s black Germans once again were defined as unnatural, a product of extraordinary circumstances; the label "occupation children" targeted this. 69 Again, the public viewed black soldiers foremost as potential rapists, white women in relationships with them as whores and their children as mistakes of nature. 70 
